cGMP- and phosphodiesterase-dependent light-scattering changes in rod disk membrane vesicles: relationship to disk vesicle-disk vesicle aggregation.
Visible light activates a large guanosine cyclic 3',5'-phosphate (cGMP)- and phosphodiesterase (PDE)-dependent infrared light-scattering change in suspensions of photoreceptor disk membranes. Reconstitution experiments show that this signal requires bleached rhodopsin, G protein (three polypeptide subunits of Mr 39 000, 37 000, and 6000 which comprise the GTPase), phosphodiesterase, cGMP, and GTP. The lowest light intensity which elicits the light-scattering signal bleaches 0.002% rhodopsin. cGMP and GTP hydrolysis occurs more slowly than the initial phase of the scattering signal, and the kinetics of nucleotide hydrolysis do not correlate with any phase of the signal. Hydrolysis-resistant analogues of cGMP and GTP support the initial decreasing phase of the signal. Thus, the signal apparently depends upon nucleotide binding rather than hydrolysis. Microscopic observations made under the same conditions as light-scattering experiments show that vesicle-vesicle aggregation and disaggregation occur. The data suggest that light and nucleotide activations of the cyclic nucleotide cascade enzymes are responsible for the vesicle aggregation process and nucleotide hydrolysis for vesicle disaggregation. The vesicle aggregation-disaggregation phenomenon appears likely to be the physical basis of the cGMP- and PDE-dependent changes in infrared transmission.